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What Is Smart EV Charging?
Smart EV charging uses advanced 
technology to manage and optimize 
all aspects of electric vehicle 
charging. 

It includes connecting electric vehicles, 
charging stations, Electro mobility 
service providers, Charge Point 
Operators, and energy suppliers to 
share data and real-time information. 

Connecting all these involved parties 
creates a flow of real-time data used to 
optimize EV charging. 

Smart charging software processes 
this data, optimizes charging in terms 
of cost and effectiveness and manages 
the impact on the power grid and 
electric supply. 

Doing so creates a more efficient and 
cost-effective charging ecosystem for 
all involved parties. 

In contrast, the current “dumb” 
charging stations charge at the highest 
possible rate and stop when the 
battery is full without any advanced 
management or optimization. 
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Executive Summary
 Most EV charging done today is not 

smart charging. 

 Smart EV charging is all about 
communication between involved 
parties. 

 Adjusting timing and charging 
power is the essence of smart 
charging. 

 Smart charging is essential for 
protection of power grids. 

 OCPP and ISO 15118 protocols 
enable communication and must 
be included. 

 A Smart Charging system combines 
Charge point management with a 
billing software. 

 As Dynamic pricing of EV charging 
evolves, smart charging will evolve. 

 V2G technology is an interesting 
part of Smar charging energy 
management. 

 All the benefits speak strongly in 
making Smart Charging mandatory.  

Unlock EV Charging potential. Let’s do 
it together. 

Embrace The
Future With
Smart Charging

Schedule a Demo

https://tridenstechnology.com/schedule-a-demo/?product=EV%20Charge
https://tridenstechnology.com/schedule-a-demo/?product=EV%20Charge
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Smart Charging and Smart Power Grid 
The electricity supply is not constant 
and can vary depending on the source. 

Especially the supply from renewable 
sources such as solar and wind can be 
highly volatile. 

The power grid faces the challenge 
of matching supply and demand as 
closely as possible. 

Smart EV charging plays a crucial 
role in balancing the power grid by 
managing the demand for electricity 
from EV Charging. 

Smart EV charging helps to flatten 
the demand curve by optimizing the 
charging of electric vehicles in real 
time. 

A Smart EV Charging management 
system monitors the power grid’s 
current state and adjusts charging 
schedules accordingly. 

This works best in connection with a 
Smart power grid. 

The “smart” describes a modernized 
and digitized grid with advanced 
technology for monitoring and 
controlling the flow of electricity.  
This includes integrating renewable 
energy sources and responding to 
changes in demand in real time. 

Smart EV charging helps to reduce the 
strain on the power grid and ensures 
a more stable and reliable electricity 
supply.

Together, Smart EV charging and 
a Smart power grid create a more 
efficient and sustainable electricity 
system. 
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Who is involved in Smart EV Charging?
Developing and operating a Smart 
EV charging ecosystem includes the 
collaboration of different stakeholders. 

 Electric vehicle (EV) manufacturers 
must produce electric vehicles that 
communicate with Smart charging 
stations using ISO 15118 protocol. 

 Charging station manufacturers’ 
hardware must comply with Smart 
charging management software 
requirements, support industry 
standards like Open Charge Point 
Protocol (OCPP), and be up-to-date 
with developments. 

 EV software companies develop 
the central Smart charging 
system that connects all other 
stakeholders.  
They must offer a scalable solution 
ready for all the challenges of 
Smart EV charging. 

 Charge point operators (CPO) 
install, operate, and maintain 
charging stations.  
They often select the hardware 
and the charge point management 
software (CPMS), so they carry 
the most burden in successfully 
deploying Smart EV Charging. 

 Electro mobility service providers 
(EMSP) sell EV charging to end 
users and provide billing and 
customer support services.  
In the end, they are responsible 
for the financial success of EV 
charging.  
Therefore, they can profit most 
from the advanced monetization 
functions that some smart charging 
solutions offer. 

 Utilities and energy service 
providers can significantly 
influence the availability of 
many Smart charging features, 
depending on the state of the grid 
and their pricing models.  
They can also decide to become a 
CPO or even directly offer charging 
services. 

 Government agencies are 
involved in deploying charging 
infrastructure directly or through 
Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs).  
They also regulate and set 
standards for charging systems 
and are increasingly pushing for 
mandatory smart chargers. 

 EV drivers are the end users of 
smart charging.  
Their behavior, needs, and 
preferences greatly influence the 
future development of Smart 
charging. 
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How Does Smart EV Charging Work?
A cloud-based EV charging software 
that communicates with all parties is 
the answer to what makes charging 
stations “smart.” 

The communication is based on 
industry-standard ISO 15118 internet 
protocol and Open Charge Point 
Protocol (OCPP). 

This software is often referred to as 
Charge Point Management System 
(CPMS), but the term is not exactly 
correct. 

A modern cloud-based smart EV 
charging software is much more. 

It combines Charge point management 
software (CPMS), a customer 
management system, and intelligent 
billing software. 

CPMS controls and maintains 
smart chargers, and the customer 
management system and the EV billing 
part enable the monetization of EV 
charging. 

The heart the Smart charging 
solution is a web-based control panel 
connecting all EV infrastructures to 
one central hub. 

The back-office system tracks the 
usage of the charging stations, 
generates reports, and manages billing 
and payment for charging services. 

Smart EV Charging is done with Smart 
Charging solutions in connection with 
Smart chargers. 

What functions are supported and 
how well they work depends on the 
selected software and hardware. 

Smart EV Charging
Management

EV Communication
Gateway

End Users (Drivers)

Mobile App

CPO Management

UI Dashboard

eMSP Management

UI Dashboard

OCPP 2.0.1OCPP 1.6 J

Backend

Infrastracture

Frontend

ISO 15118
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How do Smart Chargers connect to 
the back-office?

Smart EV chargers connect to a 
charging management system over a 
communication network via cable, Wi-
Fi, or mobile connection. 

This allows the charger to transmit 
various data, such as charging 
sessions, energy consumption, or the 
state of the charger, to the back-office 
system.

With 5G technology rapidly deploying, 
it is safe to assume that soon 5G will 
be the primary connectivity method.

What is a Smart EV Charger?
Currently, most EV chargers in use 
are “dumb,” or at least not what we 
consider to be labeled as Smart. 

In most cases, the user can only select 
to what percentage he wants the 
battery to be charged, and the charger 
then charges it at the highest possible 
power till it’s done. 

The difference between current and 
Smart EV Chargers is their ability to 
communicate between the car, the 
station, and the cloud-based charging 
system. 

To do that, it must support ISO 
15118 internet protocol and be OCPP 
compliant, preferably with version 2.0 
or higher. 
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OCPP and ISO 15118
The Open Charge Point Protocol 
(OCPP) enables interoperability 
between the electric vehicle (EV) 
charging stations and the central 
Smart EV Charging management 
system - the back-office. 

Smart EV charging systems use OCPP 
to communicate with smart charging 
stations and enable features such as 
remote start/stop of charging, real-
time monitoring of charging status, 
and billing for the energy consumed. 

In smart charging, OCPP is used 
to optimize EV charging based on 
factors such as grid demand and 
the availability of renewable energy 
sources. 

ISO 15118 is an international 
standard that defines the 
communication between electric 
vehicles (EVs) and charging stations.  

It is used in smart charging to 
standardize communication between 
EVs and charging stations.

It defines communication protocols, 
interfaces, and payment methods for 
a seamless and interoperable charging 
experience for EVs at any compliant 
charging station. 

This standard enables smart charging 
systems to remotely monitor and 
control the charging process. 

It also defines the physical and logical 
interfaces between EVs and charging 
stations, including standardized 
connectors and communication 
protocols. 

ISO 15118 is also a key element in 
the “Plug and Charge” function for 
identification, authentication, and 
payment.
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Types of Smart EV Chargers
      Smart home chargers 

Charging at home is the predominant 
solution for charging electric vehicles. 

In fact, many studies have shown that 
EV drivers who are also homeowners 
do about 80% of their charging at 
home. 

According to Juniper Research, by 2026 
around 35 million home chargers will 
be installed globally. 

A forecast by Ernst & Young shows 
that Europe alone will have 56 million 
home EV chargers by 2035. 

A smart home EV charging station uses 
dynamic load balancing that balances 
the energy usage of the electric vehicle 
and other appliances in the home grid. 

It also enables remote monitoring 
and scheduling, while more advanced 
functions are usually left out. 

      Smart workplace chargers 

Many companies install charging 
stations or use EV Charging as a 
Service (EV CaaS) to allow their 
employees to charge electric cars while 
at work. 

However, the real need for smart 
chargers and smart charging 
solutions lies in the electrification of 
companies’ fleets. 

This fleet of electric vehicles must 
charge at the right time, for the right 
price, and in the correct order. 

It’s also vital that companies select 
smart chargers and charging 
management solutions that support 
bidirectional charging (V2G), a 
particularly interesting future concept 
for fleet charging.

      Smart public chargers 

Public EV charging stations are the 
ones that will decide the future of the 
e-mobility revolution. 

Against popular belief, they are for 
more than just charging when traveling 
longer distances. 

Many EV drivers are not homeowners, 
so they can’t charge their EVs at home.

Public EV charging stations are the only 
way for them to charge their vehicle. 

If we look at recent Electric car sales 
statistics, public charging stations will 
be in high demand if we want to switch 
to electric vehicles successfully. 

It’s safe to assume that with this 
amount of charging happening at 
public charging stations, they will need 
to be smart, not just fast. 
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      Optimized Smart Charging 
scheduling 

Optimized EV charging is an essential 
Smart charging function. 

It describes the ability to schedule or 
automate the timing of EV charging 
freely.  
 
A user can schedule the charging only 
at low-cost hours or leave it to the 
smart charging system to decide when 
it is best to charge. 

      Smart Energy management 

Smart energy management is the 
ability to optimize the charging 
process to minimize the impact on the 
electrical grid. 

Like optimized scheduling, it can be 
static or dynamic based on real-time 
data from the power grid. 

Smart energy management helps 
power grids remain stable and 
answers the growing fear of what will 
happen to power grids when electric 
vehicles become widespread.

Smart Charging Features
Smart EV charging features are intelligent functions built or, better said, programmed into smart charging solutions. They enhance 
the charging experience and improve the efficiency of the charging process. 

      Load balancing and dynamic load 
management 

Load balancing and dynamic load 
management are the “advanced” 
functions where smart optimized 
scheduling and energy management 
come together. 

These two features combined ensure 
that the charging power and timing 
adapt according to the real-time data 
on the amount of available energy in 
the grid and its price. 
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      Data analytics and forecasting 

The collection and analysis of data 
about charging activity is a crucial 
component of Smart EV Charging. 

With the use of sophisticated 
algorithms, the smart charging 
software can predict the time and 
amount of charging required for each 
EV or a group of chargers. 

This forecasting helps to optimize the 
utilization of charging infrastructure 
and improves the efficiency of the 
charging process. 

Through the use of data analytics 
and forecasting techniques, smart 
EV charging can provide a more 
streamlined and energy-efficient 
charging experience for owners of 
electric vehicles.

      Remote monitoring and control 

Remote monitoring and control of 
charging stations over a web-based 
control panel is a critical aspect of 
running a charging network. 

A cloud-based architecture 
enables operators to monitor the 
performance of charging stations in 
real-time, identify and resolve any 
issues, and optimize the charging 
process for maximum efficiency. 

Best of all, they can do it from 
anywhere and at any time! 

By remotely monitoring and 
controlling charging stations, CPOs 
can also manage the energy demand, 
perform updates or troubleshooting 
and resolve security issues. 

All this tasks can be automated, or 
done manually. 

Smart charging is evolving and new 
functions will be added as there 
is almost no limit to what can be 
programmed in the smart charging 
management software.  
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The Smart Charging App and EV Roaming
The mobile app is an integral part of 
the electric vehicle (EV) charging and 
driving experience. 

The EV charging app allows users 
to select payment methods, find 
available chargers, and set up various 
smart charging parameters, such 
as specifying the preferred use of 
renewable energy sources. 

With all charging data available in one 
place, users have a comprehensive 
view of their energy consumption and 
costs. 

A smart charging app is the users 
primal tool for managing charging 
and all that comes with it. 

When charging in other networks, 
drivers must often download multiple 
apps or use alternative identification 
and payment methods.  

This inconviniance can be solved with 
the implementation of EV charging 
roaming. 

Roaming enables users to charge 
their EVs at any network with just 
one app, providing a seamless and 
streamlined charging experience. 

However, to implement EV Roaming, 
the charging provider must have a 
partnership agreement with other 
networks or better – be a part of an 
eRoaming hub. 
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Smart Charging and EV Billing

Smart EV charging solutions simplify 
the billing process and support 
complex pricing models and EV 
charging business models. 

They incorporate payment systems, 
user accounts, and features like data 
analytics to track the charging activity. 

They also provide users with detailed 
information on their charging sessions, 
including duration, energy consumed, 
and cost. 

Smart charging systems can integrate 
with external billing systems, 
such as utilities or energy service 
providers, to streamline billing and 
ensure accurate billing for energy 
consumption. 

Smart charging and pricing 

Smart charging is all about adjusting 
timing and charging power. 

This gives the CPos and EMSPs the 
flexibility to implement various pricing 
strategies, such as Time-of-Use (TOU) 
pricing, which adjusts the cost of 
charging based on the time of day or 
renewable energy availability. 

The EV billing software also enables 
the creation of subscriptions, bonus 
points, and loyalty programs, as well 
as offering VIP memberships and 
upgrades. 

For example, if there is a low energy 
supply and 10 public charging stations 
cannot charge at full power, a VIP 
subscriber will charge at full power 
while others will have to charge at a 
limited power. 

Dynamic & Real-time pricing in EV 
charging 

Pricing models like Time-of-use pricing 
fall into the category of Dynamic 
pricing for electricity and EV Charging. 

A step up from dynamic pricing 
is Real-time pricing which means 
adjusting the price based on real-
time data and the current price of 
electricity on the market. 

For that, the systems must get 
data from the electrical grid, 
utility companies, or renewable 
energy sources and determine the 
appropriate price for charging services. 

It is difficult to predict precisely when 
real-time electricity pricing will become 
more widespread, as it depends on 
various factors. 

However, we will likely see increasing 
use of real-time pricing in the coming 
years as these trends continue to 
develop. 
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Plug and Charge and V2G 
Plug and Charge with Smart 
Charging 

The (Open Charge Point Protocol 
(OCPP) and ISO 15118 standard are 
critical elements in the “Plug and 
Charge” function. 

They are used for communication 
between electric vehicles, charging 
stations, and the central management 
system. 

They enable automated charging with 
identification, authentication, and 
payment, all without separate payment 
systems or apps. 

Using OCPP and ISO 15118 in 
“Plug and Charge” improves the 
user experience, making smart EV 
charging easier and more convenient. 

Vehicle-to-grid technology (V2G) 

Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) technology 
is gaining much attention and is 
expected to become even more 
prominent in the future. 

V2G, also known as Bidirectional 
Charging, allows electric vehicles 
(EVs) to act as energy storage by 
charging and discharging electricity 
back into the electrical grid as 
needed.

V2G technology transforms EVs into 
mobile batteries that can store and 
distribute energy. 

V2G technology promises to improve 
the efficiency and reliability of the 
electrical grid by storing excess energy 
and returning it to the grid during 
periods of high demand. 

Implementing V2G systems requires 
specialized hardware in both the EV 
and the charging station, as well as a 
smart charging solution to manage the 
flow of electricity. 

At present, many smart charging 
systems don’t support V2G. 

However, when selecting your 
hardware and software, choose one 
that supports V2G or can upgrade 
later. 

V2G software and V2G-compatible 
charging stations will soon be 
something that customers will 
increasingly request. 
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Benefits of Smart Charging for Users

      Flexibility 

Smart charging is more flexible 
because it allows users to schedule 
charging when electricity prices are 
low or when renewable energy sources 
are available.

      Cost-effectiveness 

Smart charging systems are more cost-
effective because they save money on 
charging and can take advantage of 
discounts or other promotions. 

      Convenience 

Smart charging is more convenient for 
EV users because they allow them to 
schedule charging for a specific time 
or remotely control the car charging 
process using a smartphone app or 
web interface.

      Range assurance 

Smart charging provides EV drivers 
with information about the charging 
status of their EVs and the estimated 
range remaining. 

This helps reduce EV range anxiety 
and improves the overall driving 
experience. 

      Sustainability 

Smart charging systems encourage 
using renewable energy sources and 
help reduce transportation’s carbon 
footprint.

      Improved grid stability 

Smart charging systems manage the 
electricity demand. 

Therefore they improve the stability of 
the electrical grid in their homes and 
overall. 
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Benefits of Smart Charging for EV Fleets

      Cost savings 

Smart charging systems reduce the 
cost of operating an EV fleet. 

They do it by allowing fleet managers 
to schedule charging for times when 
electricity prices are lower. 

      Improved efficiency 

Smart charging, combined with EV fleet 
management software, optimizes the 
charging schedule and ensures EVs are 
charged when they are most needed. 

This can reduce downtime and 
improve the overall utilization of the 
fleet. 

      Enhanced fleet management 

Smart charging solutions provide 
fleet managers with data about the 
charging activity of the fleet. 

This data can help optimize the fleet’s 
operation and identify cost-saving 
opportunities. 

      Enhanced sustainability 

With Smart charging, EV Fleet charging 
can use renewable energy sources and 
improve their overall sustainability. 

      Improved grid stability 

Smart EV fleet charging solutions 
coordinate the charging of multiple 
EVs and manage the electricity 
demand. 

By doing so, they improve the stability 
of the electrical grid. 

This can be particularly important 
for large fleets that can significantly 
impact the grid. 

      Greater control 

Smart charging gives fleet managers 
greater control over the charging 
process. 

It allows them to monitor and control 
the charging of individual vehicles 
remotely. 
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Benefits of Smart Charging for CPOs and eMSPs
      Cost savings and revenues 

Smart charging solutions can help 
CPOs and EMSPs reduce operating 
costs and increase revenues by 
optimizing and introducing new 
attractive EV charging business 
models.  
They can offer dynamic pricing models 
based on real-time demand or time-of-
use, encouraging EV drivers to charge 
during off-peak hours and generating 
additional revenue.

      Improved charging infrastructure 

CPOs and eMSPs use data and 
analysis provided by Smart charging 
solutions to better plan the growth 
and deployment of their charging 
networks.  
They can identify the locations 
where charging is needed most and 
ensure that the infrastructure is used 
efficiently.

      Enhanced grid management 

Smart charging systems can 
intelligently distribute the charging 
load among multiple charging points. 
This optimizes available capacity 
utilization, improves the power grid’s 
stability, and reduces the need for 
costly infrastructure upgrades.

      Increased customer satisfaction 

Smart charging improves customer 
experience and satisfaction with 
convenient and reliable charging 
services.  
Smart charging solutions provide EV 
drivers with convenient features such 
as remote access, real-time charging 
status, and personalized charging 
schedules.

      Greater control and data 
collection

Smart charging systems give CPOs and 
EMSPs greater control of their charging 
network.  
They also allow them to remotely 
monitor, control, and troubleshoot the 
smart charging stations and provide 
valuable data that can be used for 
various analyses and forecasts.

      Data Analytics and Insights

Smart charging systems provide 
valuable data on user behavior and 
charging patterns.  
This enables CPOs and eMSPs to make 
data-driven decisions, identify trends, 
and improve their service offerings. 
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      Improved grid stability 

Smart charging offers better 
management of electricity demand. 
This significantly improves the 
electrical grid’s stability. 

It’s particularly important for utilities 
and energy service providers, as EV 
adoption will increase significantly in 
the coming years and put additional 
strain on the grid. 

      Enhanced data analytics 

Smart charging systems can generate 
data and reports about charging 
activity that help utilities and energy 
service providers better understand 
the demand for charging. 

These reports help improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the 
charging infrastructure and the overall 
energy system. 

       Increased revenues 

Smart charging systems can enable 
utilities and energy service providers 
to offer various charging tariffs and 
pricing models. 

Time-of-use (TOU) pricing or dynamic 
pricing can generate additional 
revenues.

Benefits of Smart Charging for Utilities & Energy Providers
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